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due to change of axial flow at the inlet to radial flow at the discharge. The
air tends to creep along the blade axially and bank up at the side remote
from the inlet. To counteract this, either the inlet extremities of the blades
are arranged to lag behind the delivery extremities in the direction of rotation,
or the diameter at the blades nearest the inlet side should be slightly greater
and gradually decrease down to the diameter of the wheel-disc side.
A further point is the taper of the inlet edge of blades parallel with the
axis; this adds to the efficiency of air entrance.
For particular duties, other types of wheels are made having the shape
of blade at the inlet in the form of a screw propeller, finishing at the
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periphery as a plain blade; also the screw-propeller fan is commonly used
when large volumes of air are to be displaced against no pressure. In this
particular design the air flows axially, varying in velocity radially along the
blade. Its action is similar to that of the air screw for an aeroplane.
Fan Casings.—It is usual to express the principal dimensions in terms
of the wheel diameter.
Let D be the diameter of the wheel and Dx the smallest diameter of the
fan inlet. The capacity is influenced both by blade area or surface and
the restriction to flow at the inlet. A good compromise is to make Dx not
less than 0-6250. Also, it is better to attach a converging conical entrance
piece, as shown in fig. 9.
Two inlets are sometimes employed where large volumes are dealt with,
in which case the impeller has blades attached to either side of the wheel disc.
The wheel discharge chamber is often referred to as the diffuser or volute
casing.

